PUBLIC AUCTION

WELL MAINTAINED LATE MODEL FABRICATING AND WELDING EQUIPMENT INCLUDING TRUMPF CNC PRESS BRAKE, PLASMA TABLE, PLATE AND ANGLE ROLLS, CNC MACHINERY, WELDERS AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Plant Closed

GLOBAL FABRICATION, INC.
235 Beaver Drive – Dubois, Pennsylvania 15801
100 Miles Northeast of Pittsburgh, PA

SALE DATE: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25TH, STARTING AT 9:00 AM
INSPECTION: TUESDAY, JANUARY 24TH, FROM 10:00 AM TO 4:00 PM

Plant Closed

GLOBAL FABRICATION, INC.
235 Beaver Drive – Dubois, Pennsylvania 15801
100 Miles Northeast of Pittsburgh, PA

SALE DATE: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25TH, STARTING AT 9:00 AM
INSPECTION: TUESDAY, JANUARY 24TH, FROM 10:00 AM TO 4:00 PM
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25TH - 9:00 AM

**STRUCTURAL BLAST LINE**
Wheelabrator Model A3-4482 Four-Head Roller
Conveyor Pass-Thru Structural Steel Shot Blast Machine; s/n 6006, 36" High x 24" Wide Opening, 20' Overall Tunnel Length, 15 HP Blast Heads, Reclaim System (New 12/2004) SEE PHOTO

**CNC PRESS BRAKE**

Various Trumpf Segmented Precision Press Brake Dies

**CNC PLASMA BURNING TABLE**
Messer Model Titan 10/4LP Hi-Definition CNC Plasma Cutting Table; s/n TITAN10/4LP-04-42, P.O. No. 150178, Messer Touch Screen CNC Control, 23' Long x 11' Downdraft Cutting Table, Hypertherm Model HD6070 Plasma Power Supply (New 2004) SEE PHOTO
- Shop Built 1-Cardridge Dust Collector

**PLATE SHEAR**
10' x 1/2" Bystronic Model MK13-3 Hydraulic Power Squaring Shear; s/n MK/08/02/1E, 15-MM Cap., Power Back Gauge; (New 2003) SEE PHOTO

**IRONWORKER**
6-1/2" x 6-1/2" x 1/2" Geka Model HYD-110 Hydraulic Ironworker; s/n 19558, 24" x 5/8" Flat Cap, 2" Bar Cap, Foot Pedal (New 2003) SEE PHOTO

**ANGLE BENDING ROLL**
3" x 3" x 3/16" AK Bend Model APK-81 Hydraulic Horizontal Angle, Flat and Tube Bending Roll; s/n 81216, Pendant, Dies (New 2007) SEE PHOTO

**SAWS**
18" x 20" Marvel Model 81A Tilt Frame Automatic Vertical Band Saw; s/n E-393219-PCM, 24" Hydraulic Bar Feed, Clamping (New 2003)

**WELDERS AND WELDING TABLES**
(2) 400 Amp Lincoln Model DC-600 Welders
(4) 450 Amp Miller Pipe Pro 450RFC Welders w/ Model Pipe Pro 12RC Suitcase Wire Feeds
(2) 430 Amp Lincoln Powerwave 455M Welders w/ Model 10M Wire Feed, Cooler and Leads SEE PHOTO
375 Amp Lincoln Model Aspect 375 Tig Welder w/ Leads and Cool Arc 75 Cooler
(8) 330 Amp Miller Inversion 324 Mig Welders w/ Suitcase 12RC Wire Feeds
(3) 330 Amp Lincoln Powerwave S350 Welders w/ Model 10M Wire Feed, Cooler and Leads
(2) 330 Amp Lincoln Invertec V350 Mig Welders w/ LF-72 Wire Feeds
(3) 300 Amp Miller Tigrunner Dynasty 300 Tig Welders w/ Leads, Coolers, and Foot Pedals
(2) 300 Amp Miller DeltaTig 300 Mig Welders w/ Wire Feed
(3) Hypertherm Powermax 1000 Plasma Cutters
(3) 3" x 8" American Style Cast Iron Welding Tables w/ Stands
Lincoln LN-9 Squirt Welder Sub Arc Wire Feed
96" Long x 48" Wide Blueco Demmeler and Acorn Welding Fit-Up Table w/ Fixturing

**WELDING POSITIONERS, MANIPULATOR AND TANK ROLLS**
12' x 8' Pandjiiris Model 61-M Welding Manipulator w/ Subarc DC-1000 Power Supply
3,000 Lb. Irico Model 3K Tilting and Rotating Welding Positioner; s/n W358, 36’ Dia. Table; SEE PHOTO
7,500 Lb. Pandjiiris Model 75MVRMT Tilting and Rotating Welding Positioner; s/n W358, 36’ Dia. Table; SEE PHOTO
800 Lb. All-Fab Model 804 Tilting and Rotating Welding Positioner; s/n 107705269, 20’ Dia. Table, 12’ Dia. Chuck
500 Lb. All-Fab Model 504 Tilting and Rotating Welding Positioner; s/n 107705258, 20’ Dia. Table, 12’ Dia. Chuck
60 Ton IRCO Model 60TON Motorized Tank Turning Roll Set w/ Idler; s/n 31345
(2) Approx. 20 Ton Idler Rolls
(4) Appro. 2,000 Lb. Motorized Tank Rolls
(8) Manual Idler Rolls

**PIPE FABRICATING**
Buge-O Model SEC-1390-E Saddle and Elbow Plasma Pipe Beveling Machine; s/n C010604, 16’ Chuck, Pendant

**NEW 2007**

**NEW 2004**

**NEW 2003**

**NEW 2008**
**GLOBAL FABRICATION, INC.**

**Fork Lift Trucks**
- 2011 - 15,000 Lb. Yale Model GDC155 Diesel Power Cushion Tire Lift Truck
- 2013 - 8,000 Lb. Hyster Model H80FT LP Gas Solid Pneumatic Tire Lift Truck

**CNC MILLING CENTER**
- Fryer Model HR-60 Three-Axis CNC Bed Type Horizontal Milling Machine
- Gildemeister Model CTX-6036M8-190-4/44 Vacuum Lift Platform; s/n GD130A1130460041

**AIR COMPRESSOR**
- 30-HP Gardner Denver Screw Horizontal Tank Air Compressor; s/n D879V01840J

**LIFTING EQUIPMENT**
- Enco Bench Top Mill Drill; 29” x 8” Table
- Garden Denver Model EBE99N15 Rotary Screw Horizontal Tank Air Compressor

**SHOP EQUIPMENT**
- 2630 ES Self Traveling Electric Scissor Lift Platform; s/n 0200183646
- Table Saw; s/n 13731, 27’ Long

**WEBCAST BIDDER INSTRUCTIONS**
- All Internet bidders must register for this auction at www.bidspotter.com at least 48-Hours Prior to the Sale Date, if you do not you will not be approved.
- All Internet bidders must Post a Deposit of Approx. 25% of Your Planned Spending Budget or $5,000.00 Minimum with Cincinnati Industrial Auctioneers in Order to be approved to Bid. Those who do not Post the Deposit Will not be Approved.
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**NEW 2004**

**NEW 2008**

**NEW 2012**

**NEW 2013**
FIRST CLASS MAIL!
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All equipment described herein will be sold “as is”, “where is” to the highest bidder or bidders for cash in accordance with our regular terms and conditions of sale. Unless other satisfactory arrangements are made, a 25% deposit in cash, certified or cashier’s check payable to Cincinnati Industrial Auctioneers, Inc., is required on all purchases. Firm and personal checks accepted only if accompanied by a letter from your bank guaranteeing your funds. All sales are subject to state and/or local taxes unless a signed exemption form is presented at the time of purchase. All balances are due at the conclusion of the sale. No merchandise may be removed while the sale is in progress. All bidders must comply with our Standard Terms of Sale, copies of which will be available at the sale site or can be obtained from our website.

15% ONSITE BUYER’S PREMIUM
18% ONLINE BUYER’S PREMIUM

MAIL BIDS ACCEPTED WITH A 25% DEPOSIT

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Although information has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, the auctioneer makes no warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the information herein contained. It is for this reason that buyers should avail themselves of the opportunity to make inspection prior to the sale. This brochure is intended to provide general information of the equipment being offered and is subject to errors, omissions, additions or deletions. Please check with the Auctioneer’s Office for a final listing. Items offered may or may not necessarily be sold as described and/or photographed in this brochure.
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